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IT’S ALL CHANGIN

S A LONG-TIME admirer of the Kingsley

Klarion, I am delighted to have the opportunity

to update your readers about the Tote.  

Now in our third year of ownership of this

iconic business, we have much to share on how

the Tote is changing for the better, both for

customers and, crucially, for the benefit of British racing.

Before answering the Klarion’s questions, let me tell you

briefly why racing fans should be betting with the Tote and

what we are doing for British racing.

As well as paying the levy, the Tote has guaranteed a

minimum of £50 million to racecourses over our first 7 years  –

and this can increase now that we’re all working together to

grow pool betting activity on and off racecourses. 

In addition, World Pool days are seeing racecourses benefit

from significant increases in media rights payments of between

£500,000 and £800,000 a day (more information on World Pool

days is set out in the Q&A below). The tangible benefits of

World Pool are being recognised, as reflected on by Nick

Smith, Director of Racing and Communications at Ascot

Racecourse, in the Racing Post in October: ‘In terms of the

revenues that we can draw on from within the betting arena, it
has been the most significant change in the landscape for
decades.’

We are also proud to support the Racehorse Owners

Association’s (ROA) Owner Sponsorship Scheme which has

over 1,800 ROA members with horses in the scheme. With

owners collectively spending £30 million a month on training

fees, this is a huge benefit to ROA members. It enables them to

recover VAT on racing-related expenditure and supports British

racing to the tune of over £7.5 million a year. 

Encouraging more people to bet with the Tote means more

money will go back to racing. To that end we have made

substantial changes so that it is now not only easier to place a

bet, but we are also providing better value.  Among these

changes are:

New Tote platforms to bet and watch racing. The Tote is

traditionally associated with betting at racecourses, but you

can now bet via tote.co.uk and through the Tote App.

Anyone with a Tote account can watch all the live racing

without having to place a bet. 

A new Tote text betting service. This mobile phone service

is incredibly fast and straightforward to use. Tote customers

can just text an amount and a horse name to 68683 (6TOTE

on the key board) – e.g. ‘10 ew Colonel Mustard’ or ‘10

exacta Jonbon Colonel Mustard’. Since you don’t need wi-fi

to use the service, it provides a great alternative to App

betting.

Industry-leading value with the Tote. We have introduced

Tote Guarantee and Tote+ (Tote Plus) to deliver on our

promise to change perceptions of the Tote and deliver

industry-leading value.  Tote Guarantee is an enhancement

to the dividend which ensures the Tote Win price will

always match the industry Starting Price (SP), or exceed it

if the pool price is bigger. Where the Tote Win price is

higher than SP, you will be paid the higher price. With Tote

Guarantee in place, all Tote customers, betting online or at

the racecourse, can have the confidence to bet on any horse

with the Tote and get the best price guaranteed on Win bets

every time. For those betting on tote.co.uk, this is further

enhanced by Tote+ which gives an extra 10% boost to

winning dividends across all single and multi-leg bets

placed on all UK and Irish races. 

No restrictions on winning accounts. The pool betting

model means the Tote is agnostic about the outcome of

events. Unlike bookmakers, the business model is not
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impacted by individual results and successful customers are

always welcome at the Tote. No Tote customers will ever

have their accounts closed or restricted for winning.

More money going back to British racing via pool betting.

At the heart of our mission is to see pool betting return more

to British racing while giving customers a great betting

experience, and this is starting to happen.

We remain incredibly grateful for the support we have had to

date and welcome feedback and ideas. If you have anything you

would like to share with us, please email feedback@tote.co.uk

and we will be in touch.

Q: In jurisdictions such as Hong Kong, France, and Japan,

where there are Tote monopolies run by the state and/or the

racing authorities, returns to racing from betting are far

greater than in the UK. With the British Tote now in the

private sector, does betting with the Tote return any more to

British racing than betting with any other bookmaker?

A: Direct comparisons with other jurisdictions are difficult as

every model operates under a different structure. However,

under the ownership of the UK Tote Group, the Tote is

increasing the returns it makes to racing and enhancing the role

the pool pays in generating revenue for the whole sport.  

Not only does the Tote pay the Levy and have in place an

agreement to pay racecourses a minimum of £50 million over

seven years, the value of British racing’s media rights is based

on the size of the sports pool betting operation. The bigger we

can grow the pool the more the sport will benefit, which is

central to everything we are doing. 

Q: What percentage of the money wagered into a pool does

the Tote take out, and is it governed by legislation?

A: When we bought the Tote, the take-out on win bets was

19.25%. With the introduction of Tote Guarantee on-course,

this margin moves to between 11% and 12%. Online, where we

offer this same guarantee and also Tote+, the win margin falls

to around 6%. Take-out rates are not governed by legislation,

and our changes aim to make the Tote a much more competitive

place to bet and ensure that we’re developing a sustainable and

scalable business. 

Q: How does this compare with the way the totaliser pools

operate in other countries? 

A: This varies considerably by bet type and country, but

typically the UK pool has had some of the highest take-out

rates. Win bet take-out varies from 15% in Sweden, 16.3% in

World Pool was introduced to Goodwood for the first time in 2021
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Why to bet with your New Tote this Cheltenham and beyond

You can now back Nayef Road
on Dubai World Cup Night at Tote.co.uk

New Tote.co.uk Customers

£25 Matched First Bet
We’ll match your first racing bet

with up to £25 in Tote Credit.

Tote Guarantee: We’ll always pay at least SP on Win bets and if the Tote dividend is greater, we’ll pay out at that price. 
Tote.co.uk, Tote.ie, Tote App and selected UK racecourse customers only. Promotion applies to Tote Win bets on all UK & Irish 
races. £500 max stake. Full T&Cs apply. 18+ BeGambleaware.org

£25 Matched bet: 

bet when a Totewin and a Toteplace bet are struck at the same time. New UK & ROI customers only. 
18+. Full T&Cs apply. BeGambleaware.org

Simply ensure your balance can cover your stake

TOTE VS SP?
GET THE BEST OF BOTH

 10 tiger roll
Bet placed:£10 Tote Win

 10 ew tiger rollBet placed:£10 Each Way

No internet, no problem
Text your selections to 68683 (6TOTE)
for the fastest way to bet.
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exchanges, and pool betting – to ensure racing guarantees fair

returns to the sport and provides betting operators with a

competitive and compelling product to offer their customers. 

Q: How would a turnover-based Levy affect the Tote?

A: It is difficult to say without knowing exactly how any

turnover-based levy is structured.

Q: What is the World Pool, and what does it mean for

racing?

A: The UK and Irish pool is now integrated with more than 20

countries around the world. This helped ensure the pool grew

by 40% in 2021 – momentum we will be maintaining in 2022.

In practice, this means bigger daily pools for customers, but this

global integration really comes into its own on World Pool

days.  

World Pool was created by the Hong Kong Jockey Club and is

a collaboration between global totes. World Pool allows bettors

from all over the globe to bet into a single pool, bringing them

together into one multi-million pound pool betting experience.

Through ‘notional co-mingling’, racing fans from countries

such as Hong Kong, Australia, France, the USA and the UK all

effectively bet into the same pool for each race on a World Pool

day.

After the success for World Pool at Royal Ascot and British

Champions Day in 2020, the Hong Kong Jockey Club hosted

17 World Pool days on British and Irish race meetings in 2021.

These huge pools, with diverse betting opinions, help create

better value for Tote customers. For example, the biggest World

Pool in 2021 was on the Nunthorpe Stakes at York at £3.99

million, with the winner Winter Power paying 14.46 with Tote+

compared to 9/1 SP. The 2021 Derby was a World Pool event

for the first time and saw the pool for the day grow from £1.7

million to more than £26 million, with Adayar paying £20.24

on Tote+ compared to 16/1 SP. 

Q: How do you ensure owners benefit from World Pool?

A: World Pool is generating new revenue streams for the sport,

in the region of £500,000 to £800,000 a day, which can be

invested by racecourses to support prize-money and other

improvements to their on-course experience. The specifics of

the payments on each World Pool day is agreed between the

Hong Kong Jockey Club, the racecourse and their media rights

partners. 

Q: Would you like to see racecourses reveal how they have

spent World Pool media rights payments?

A: As media rights holders, racecourses generate and collect the

funds from World Pool. It is crucial racecourses and

participants understand and agree how funds are distributed

within the sport. 

France, 17.5% in Hong Kong to 20% in South Africa.

The UK is now one of the most competitive markets

which is why we are working hard to make the Tote a

more compelling betting option with the introduction of

Tote Guarantee and Tote+. 

Q: Would you like the take-out to change in future

and, if so, what benefits would there be for a) the Tote

b) racing?

A: Our aim is to create a competitive and compelling

betting product that appeals to racing fans. A lower take-

out is part of achieving that, along with improving the

betting experience with the Tote. This will enable us to grow

the Tote, increase the returns the business can make to racing,

and maximise the opportunities of international partnerships

and World Pool days. 

Q: What expenses have to be paid from the take-out? 

A: Like all licensed betting operators, the Tote pays the levy

(10% of gross profits from British customers betting on British

racing), betting duties (15% of gross profits) and other racing-

related operational costs, which include website streaming fees

and affiliate costs and business taxes (corporate tax, PAYE, NIC

etc). We go above and beyond this by making an annual

payment to racecourses via britbet of c.£7m a year and

providing further support for racing through the ROA Owner

Sponsorship Scheme, race sponsorships, and charitable

activities. 

Q: Regarding your guarantee of £50m to racing over your

first seven years, where/who does that money actually go

to?

A: This agreement was made in October 2019 when we

acquired the Tote and the funds go to britbet, which runs the

pool betting operations on 57 of the 59 racecourses in Great

Britain (excluding Ascot and Chelmsford who run their own

operations but bet into the same Tote pool). The payments,

made on an annual basis, sit with britbet who then distribute

them to their member racecourses. 

Q: Do you expect any of that cash to filter through to

owners, and if so, how?

A: The funds the Tote provides britbet, along with increased

media rights generated by World Pool days, are entrusted to

racecourses which can then use them to support prize- money

and other improvements to their on-course experience. 

Q: The Levy in Britain is based on a percentage of

bookmakers’ profits on horserace betting. We all know that

there are ways that bookmakers can seek to manipulate

these profits and, for example, use horse racing as a ‘loss-

leader’ to bring custom in for other betting mediums.

Would a switch to a turnover-based levy, therefore, benefit

racing? 

A: The structure of the levy creates both pluses and minuses for

bettors and the sport but we support the BHA-led efforts to look

at the best model for British racing. As a pool betting operator,

and unlike a traditional bookmaker, the Tote’s business is built

solely on liquidity (turnover). Without liquidity, the pool cannot

provide strong stable prices to make it competitive in the

betting market. We believe any levy structure needs to

accommodate all types of betting – fixed odds, betting
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